Quick Start Guide - Pocketalker Pro

Overview
Pocketalker Pro is a personal listening device used to amplify sound for better understanding. Pocketalker pro can be used for conversations, small groups conversations, television listening, and listening to the radio.

Safety
1. Before putting on the head or earphone, make sure the volume is on the off setting
2. Set the volume at the lowest level that is needed for you to hear
3. If you hear a squealing or howling sound turn down the volume and move the microphone away from the ear. This sometimes happens when the volume is set at level three or higher.
4. Do NOT try to recharge the batteries, batteries have 100 hr battery life.
5. If you have a pacemaker or other medical device talk with your doctor BEFORE using Pocketalker Pro.

Steps for using Pocketarker Pro
1. Make sure that 2 AA batteries are in the battery compartment on the lower backside of the device. To open Pocketalker Pro firmly pull the black ribbon up.
2. Plug the microphone into the jack labeled “MIC”
3. Plug the earphones into the jack labeled “EAR”
4. Put on the earphones
5. Turn on Pocketalker Pro by turning the control below the “Volume” label. A green light will appear once the device is turned on.

**Settings to Use Pocketalker Pro in:**

**Talking with Others:**
- Set or hold the microphone as close as you can to the person you are talking with
- For optimal performance, lay the device flat NOT upright

**Standing or Moving Around:**
- You can put Pocketalker Pro in its Belt Clip Carry Case and attach the case to your clothing

**To Use in the Car:**
1. Take the microphone out of Pocketalker Pro
2. Attach the microphone to the black cord
3. Put the tip on the other end of the black cord into the jack labeled “MIC” on Pocketalker Pro
4. Have the person you are talking to hold or place the microphone near them

**Listening to the Television:**
1. Take the microphone out of Pocketalker Pro
2. Put the microphone into the black cord
3. Put the tip on the other end of the black cord into the jack labeled “MIC” on Pocketalker Pro
4. Attach one of the adhesive gray clips that is in the Pocketalker Pro box to the television speaker
5. Put the microphone into the mounted clip on the television speaker
6. Turn on the television and Pocketalker Pro
7. You can change the volume on the television and/or the Pocketalker Pro to meet your needs.
Web Resources
User Guide for Pocketalker Pro on the Williams Sound website


Williams Sound Contact Information
Williams Sound Corp
10321 W. 70th Street
Eden Prairie, MN 55344-3446
Telephone: 1 (800) 328-6190
Fax: 1 (952) 943-2174
Email: info@williamssound.com
Website: http://www.williamssound.com
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